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Abstract5

Different approaches have been adopted to quantify the performance of stirred vessels in6

suspending sinking solids into liquid phase. In this study we used electrical impedance7

tomography (EIT) to estimate the solids distribution in a lab-scale stirred vessel with a diameter8

of 362 mm. Also visual measurements were made to determine the cloud height and just9

suspended impeller speed. Quartz sand with a density of 2650 kg/m3 was employed as the solid10

phase with different particle size fractions from 50 to 180 µm and solids volume fractions of 7.511

and 15 %. The effect of impeller type was studied by using two axial flow impellers, a pitched12

blade turbine and a hydrofoil impeller.13

Two different states – partial and homogeneous suspension – were defined from the EIT data in14

addition to visual measurement of complete off-bottom suspension and cloud height. Partial15

suspension was determined from the EIT data, and it was reached at relatively low agitation16

rates. Visual measurements and data from the literature also support this observation, and EIT17

was proved to be a suitable method to quantify a repeatable partial suspension criterion.18

Complete off-bottom suspension was measured visually by determining the agitation rate at19

which there were no stationary solid particles at the vessel bottom for longer than 2 seconds.20

However, the applicability of this widely used criterion was questioned in the case of dense21

suspensions of small particles. Homogeneous suspension was estimated from the EIT data, and22

it was reached by approximately doubling the impeller revolution rate from the partial23

suspension criterion. The hydrofoil impeller reached all states of suspension with lower power24

consumption compared to the pitched blade turbine.25
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1 Introduction29

Solid-liquid suspensions are encountered frequently in different areas of process industries, and30

stirred vessels used in mixing the two phases have been under extensive research for decades.31

Factors that affect the suspension of solid particles to the liquid phase include physical32

properties of solid and liquid phases, the fraction of solids relative to liquid, geometric33

parameters of the system and agitation conditions. The state of suspension is often divided into34

three separate criteria, on-bottom motion (or partial suspension), off-bottom suspension and35

homogeneous suspension (Atiemo-Obeng et al., 2004). Partial suspension is defined as a state at36

which most of the solids are moving at the vessel bottom excluding a formation of fillets at37

some parts. Off-bottom suspension (or complete suspension or just suspended impeller speed,38

Njs) was first defined by Zwietering (1958) as an agitation rate at which no particles remain at39

the vessel bottom for more than 1 – 2 s. Homogeneous suspension refers to a state in which the40

particles are uniformly distributed throughout the vessel. The definition of partial suspension is41

rather broad and there are different approaches to experimentally measure this state of42

suspension (Bujalski et al., 1999;Chudacek, 1986;Micale et al., 2002). Njs and homogeneous43

suspension are clearly defined. However, the applicability of Njs is questionable for dense44

suspensions of small particles (Kraume and Zehner, 2001), and the determination of45

homogeneous suspension requires more detailed knowledge of the distribution of the solid46

phase.47

Several methods have been used to assess the state of suspension. Visual methods are simple48

and can be used to determine the just suspended impeller speed (Njs) and a level at which the49

solids rise at a certain agitation rate, usually referred to as cloud height (CH). Micale et al.50

(2002) used a pressure gauge at the vessel bottom to determine the fraction of suspended solids51

in relation to total solids. Kraume (1992) and Bujalski et al. (1999) compared different visual52

states of suspension (cloud height, Njs) to mixing time and concluded that the effect of solids on53

the mixing time compared to the mixing time of liquid alone can be divided into the following54

phases. First, when only a small fraction is suspended, the mixing time of the suspension is55
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similar to the case of liquid only. At this point, the liquid circulates efficiently and the few56

suspended particles may be distributed almost throughout the vessel. With increasing agitation,57

a larger fraction of the particles are suspended resulting in a non-steady circulating flow and58

decreased cloud height. The longest mixing time is measured at this point and a further increase59

in the agitation rate increases the cloud height while the mixing time decreases. These methods60

describe the state of suspension to some extent but they fail to give detailed information on the61

distribution of solids inside the vessel.62

Local solids concentration can be measured either by direct sampling (Barresi and Baldi,63

1987;MacTaggart et al., 1993) or indirectly by comparing differences in the solids64

concentration to optical (Angst and Kraume, 2006;Ayazi Shamlou and Koutsakos, 1989;Fajner65

et al., 1985;Magelli et al., 1990;Magelli et al., 1991;Montante et al., 2003) or electrical (Špidla66

et al., 2005) properties of the suspension. As pointed out by MacTaggart et al. (1993), it is67

difficult to gain a representative sample from a complex two-phase flow, and optical methods68

are usually restricted by the solids concentration. Electrical impedance tomography also makes69

use of conductivity differences between the phases and has only recently been used to quantify70

solid-liquid mixing (Harrison et al., 2012;Hosseini et al., 2010;Stevenson et al.,71

2010;Tahvildarian et al., 2011). Other recent measurement methods which have been used to72

measure the distribution of solids include magnetic resonance imaging (Stevenson et al., 2010)73

and particle tracking methods such as positron emission particle tracking (PEPT) (Guida et al.,74

2011).75

In this article, we apply electrical impedance tomography to measure the solids suspension and76

distribution in a stirred vessel with moderate to dense solids concentration (XV = 7.5 – 15 %)77

and small particle sizes (< 180 µm). The results from the EIT-measurements are also compared78

with traditional visual measurements of Njs and cloud height. In addition, criteria to determine79

the states of partial and homogeneous suspension from the EIT data are presented.80

2 Materials and Methods81

2.1 Experimental Setup82

The experiments were conducted in a flat-bottomed stirred vessel with an inner diameter T =83

362 mm equipped with four baffles with a width of 0.12T. Impeller type, particle size of solids,84
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solids loading and agitation rates were varied during the experiments. Two types of impellers85

were used, a four-bladed pitched blade turbine (4PBT) with a blade angle of 45˚ and a diameter86

D = 155 mm and an Outotec OKTOP3200® which is a three-bladed hydrofoil impeller with D87

= 145 mm. The impellers are presented in Figure 1. Both impellers were positioned with an off-88

bottom clearance C = 0.9D.89

90

Figure 1. a) A 4-bladed pitched blade impeller with a blade angle of 45˚, D = 155 mm and b) OKTOP3200®, a91
3-bladed hydrofoil impeller, D = 145 mm92

Quartz sand with a density of 2650 kg/m3 was sieved to known fractions of particle size, and the93

fractions that were used in the experiments were 50 – 75, 75 – 100 and 125 – 180 μm. Solids94

concentration varied from 200 to 400 g/l (volume fraction XV = 7.5 – 15 %). Tap water at room95

temperature (22˚C) was used as the liquid phase. Each combination of impeller type and slurry96

properties (XV and dp) was measured at 13 agitation rates. Different ranges for impeller97

revolution rates were used depending on the impeller type and solids properties in order to reach98

all desired levels of suspension. Experimental conditions are presented in detail in Table 1.99

Table 1. Solids concentration, particle size and agitation rates that were used for the experiments100

XV dp N [rpm]
% μm OKTOP3200® 4PBT
7.5 50-75 125 - 500 -
15 50-75 125 - 500 -
7.5 75-100 125 - 500 100 - 320
15 75-100 125 - 500 100 - 320
7.5 125-180 200 - 650 150 - 500
15 125-180 200 - 650 150 - 500

2.2 Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT)101

The stirred vessel was equipped with an electrical impedance tomography measurement system102

(Numcore Ltd, Finland). The Numcore EIT system consists of three operational blocks: the103
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electrodes that form the interface between the process and the measurement system, an EIT-104

device that performs the current injection, voltage measurements and signal processing and,105

finally, a PC with software that generates the tomographic image. The details of the106

measurement system and image reconstruction are presented by Heikkinen et al. (2006).107

Circular electrodes were attached to the inner surface of the vessel in nine planes with four108

electrodes per plane. A slightly modified opposite current injection strategy was used with a109

total of 28 independent current injections. An adjacent strategy, where voltages are measured110

from adjacent electrodes, was used for the voltage measurements. The solution domain based on111

the reactor geometry was discretized into a mesh consisting of tetrahedral elements with a total112

of 16032 elements and 76145 nodes. Reference data for the EIT-measurement were recorded113

from a vessel that was filled with water only. Baffles and other interiors were present during the114

reference data capture, and separate reference data sets were recorded for different impellers.115

Solids concentration at a certain conductivity value was calculated by the Equation (2.1).116

, / =
−
− X (2.1)

Where Xi,ms/Vtot is the solids concentration at height i [gsolids / l]117

σmax is the maximum conductivity of the vertical profile [mS/cm]118

σavg is the average conductivity of the vertical profile [mS/cm]119

σi is the conductivity at height i [mS/cm]120

X is the average solids concentration [gsolids / l]121

2.3 Other measurements122

In addition to EIT, the suspension was also examined visually during the measurements. Cloud123

height was determined for each measurement as the height at which the solids remained124

stationary for some time. There were local bursts towards higher and lower cloud height, but a125

height at which the cloud height remained constant for some time could be distinguished. Also126

Njs was determined visually for each reactor and slurry configuration by observing the127

transparent bottom of the vessel in well-lit conditions so that movement of the particles could be128

distinguished. A criterion where no particles remained stationary for more than 2 seconds was129

used for Njs.130
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In order to measure power consumption, the vessel was placed on a table that rotates freely, and131

the force exerted by this rotation was measured with a force transducer. When, in addition to the132

measured force, the distance from the centre of the tank to the force transducer and impeller133

rotational speed are known, impeller power draw can be calculated by the Equation (2.2).134

= 2 (2.2)

where P is the power draw of the impeller [W]135

F is the measured force [N]136

r is the length of lever arm [m]137

N is the impeller rotational speed [s-1]138

3 Results and Discussion139

3.1 Suspension criterion from the EIT data140

A typical EIT data set from one measurement is presented in Figure 2 where the average141

conductivity at three separate planes is plotted against time. Impeller revolution rate was142

increased stepwise from 125 to 500 rpm during the measurement. At the agitation rates from143

125 to 190 rpm, some stationary solids were gradually lifted to the suspension and also sudden,144

occasional bursts of solids could be distinguished. These can be seen as a fluctuation of the145

conductivities during a constant agitation rate. At 210 rpm, however, the conductivity at the146

lowest plane reaches a minimum and a steady state of conductivity is reached throughout the147

vessel. Further increase in the agitation rate results in an almost instantaneous step change of148

the conductivities towards a more homogeneous suspension.149

It can be concluded from the visual inspections that this condition of minimum conductivity at150

the bottom was not equal to the just suspended criterion Njs as suggested by Ayazi Shamlou and151

Koutsakos (1989) and Nienow (1997), but there were always stationary solid particles152

remaining at the vessel bottom. A similar trend was found for all measurements, and this state153

of suspension will be referred to as partial suspension criterion (Nps) and can be interpreted as154

the maximum concentration of solids at the bottom part of the vessel. A further increase in the155

agitation rate still withdraws some stationary solids from the bottom but it also lifts more of the156
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suspended solids to the upper parts of the vessel resulting in a decrease in the local solids157

concentration at the lower parts.158

159

Figure 2. Conductivity at levels 5.5 cm (0.15 H), 17.7 cm (0.49 H) and 34.4 cm (0.95 H). OKTOP3200®160
impeller, 4 baffles, dp = 75 – 100 μm, XV = 7.5 %161

A repetitive pattern was also found in cloud height measurements at Nps. Below this agitation162

rate, cloud height either could not be determined, remained constant or even decreased with163

increasing agitation. Only above this agitation rate cloud height increased monotonically with164

agitation. This finding is similar to the one reported by Bujalski et al. (1999), Kraume (1992)165

and Michelett et al. (2003). For relevant particle sizes, the maximum mixing time occurs at166

agitation rates below Njs together with a discontinuity in cloud height. After reaching the167

maximum value, mixing time quickly decreases and cloud height increases with increased168

agitation. Micale et al. (2002) used a pressure gauge at the vessel bottom to assess the amount169

of unsuspended solids and fitted the data with a two-parameter model to calculate an impeller170

revolution rate at which 98 % of the particles were suspended. On average, an increase of 30 %171

in agitation rate was required to suspend the last 2 % of the particles resulting in a twofold172

increase in power consumption. Thus, 98 % suspension was referred as sufficient suspension,173
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Nss. The relationship between Nps and Njs in our experiments was somewhat similar, Njs being174

on average 40 % larger than Nps. However, no clear correlation between the two suspension175

criteria could be established and the variation of Njs with respect to Nps was quite high as will be176

pointed out in the next sections.177

As a conclusion, it can be stated that the fluctuation in the EIT data at the low agitation rates178

can be explained by the non-steady circulating flow suggested by Kraume (1992) and the lowest179

applicable impeller revolution rate should always be above the partial suspension criterion. It is180

easy to determine from the EIT data and it gives more consistent results compared to the visual181

measurement of Njs which is problematic to determine especially for high solids concentrations182

and small particle sizes. The effect of geometric parameters and suspension properties on the183

partial suspension (Nps) and Njs is assessed in later sections.184

3.2 Homogeneous suspension185

Beyond the partial suspension criterion, the homogeneity of the suspension can be assessed by186

calculating the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the axial concentration profile187

=
1 1

− 1
( − ) (3.1)

where X is the mean solids fraction188

X  is the average solids fraction at measurement height i189

n is the number of vertical data points190

RSD of the axial concentration profile has been used by several authors (Hosseini et al.,191

2010;Jafari et al., 2012;Magelli et al., 1991;Tahvildarian et al., 2011;West et al., 1999) to192

quantify the effect of reactor geometry, suspension properties and impeller revolution rate on193

the homogeneity of solid-liquid suspension. RSD is plotted against power consumption for one194

reactor geometry with different slurry properties in Figure 3. It can be seen that the power195

required to reach a certain value of RSD is increased with increase in solids concentration and196

particle size. Also a point of minimum RSD, beyond which the value of RSD increases with197

increase in agitation power, can be distinguished. Similar findings have been reported in the198

literature (Harrison et al., 2012;Hosseini et al., 2010). However, the minimum value of RSD199

that was reached approached zero, independent of impeller type and slurry properties. This is in200
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contrast with the results of Hosseini et al. (2010) who reported that a more homogeneous201

suspension can be attained depending on the impeller or the particle size and volume fraction of202

solids.203

204

Figure 3 RSD vs. power consumption per unit mass for different slurries agitated with OKTOP3200®205
impeller. Exponential fit is provided for eye-guidance and is calculated only until the minimum value of RSD.206

Distribution of the solid phase can also be assessed by one-dimensional sedimentation-207

dispersion model for a batch system in steady-state using Peclet-number (Pe) as an adjustable208

parameter (Montante et al., 2003):209
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210

where z is the axial position [m]211

X  is the mean solids volume fraction212

X  is the solids volume fraction213

H is the height of the liquid batch [m]214

Us is the settling velocity of solid particles in stirred medium [m/s]215

De,p is the dispersion coefficient for the solid phase [m2/s]216

Pe is the Peclet number (dimensionless adjustable parameter)217

Steady-state can be assumed for N ≥ Nps as verified by the EIT data and Pe was calculated from218

the experimental data for these agitation rates. Pe and RSD can be related analytically, and219

experimental values have been shown to correlate almost linearly by (Magelli et al., 1991). A220

linear relationship between Pe and RSD was established from our data as shown in Figure 4.221

The value of Pe decreases as homogeneity of the suspension increases but, unlike RSD, it does222

not have a minimum value at homogeneous suspension. Instead, it approaches zero as223

homogeneity increases and may yield negative values if solids concentration is higher at the top224

part of the vessel. Measured and fitted profiles for three impeller revolution rates are presented225

in Figure 5 where it can be seen that fitted Pe-number yields a negative value at 500 rpm and226

homogeneous suspension was reached with lower N. Thus, the most homogeneous suspension227

can be estimated to be between the agitation rates at which the value of Pe changes from228

positive to negative. Values for agitation rate (Nh), power consumption (Ph) and cloud height229

(CHh) at Pe = 0 as presented later in the text were calculated by linear interpolation. The230

assumption of linearity is justified as the agitation rate was increased with intervals of 50 rpm or231

less. It should be noted that sedimentation-dispersion model gives, by definition, monotonical232

vertical profiles and cannot accommodate local inhomogeneties as shown in Figure 5.233
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234

Figure 4 RSD vs. Pe for all measurements, RSD = 0.245Pe for Pe > 0235

236

Figure 5 Dimensionless axial solid concentration profile and profile fitted with the equation (3.2).237
OKTOP3200® impeller, 4 baffles, dp = 75 – 100 μm, XV = 7.5 %238
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criterion are plotted against particle size for both impeller types and solids concentrations in243

Figure 6. Regression curves for power law equation = ∗  are provided for eye-244

guidance.245

Three particle size fractions were used in the measurements with OKTOP3200® hydrofoil246

impeller (Figure 6a). Nps increases with particle size and for the range used in this work, Nps can247

be related to dp with an exponent of 0.41 (Nps ∝dp
0.41) The same is not true for Njs, which248

increases significantly from 50 – 75 to 75 – 100 µm but only slightly from 75 – 100 to 125 –249

180 µm size fractions. Also the difference between Nps and Njs decreases with increasing250

particle size. The values of Nh are significantly higher than Njs or Nps for all particle sizes but251

the effect of particle size is similar as for partial suspension (Nh ∝dp
0.41). Similar power law252

dependencies of N vs. particle size have been reported in the literature (Chudacek, 1986).253

However, the results presented here considering the power law dependence should be read with254

caution as only three fractions in a relatively narrow size range were tested and particle size255

distribution within the fractions is not known.256

The measurements with the 4PBT were made with two particle size fractions (Figure 6b). The257

results follow similar trends as for OKTOP3200® but the Njs is closer to Nh rather than Nps.258

Actually, for solids volume fraction of 47 % and particle size of 75 – 100 µm, Njs is higher than259

Nh. This further questions the applicability of just suspended criterion as the suspension of the260

last few particles depend highly on the specific flow pattern at the vessel bottom. The effect of261

solids concentration is similar for all suspension criteria and both impellers and it increases the262

required agitation rate.263

Impeller revolution rates at Nh and Njs are plotted against Nps for each measurement in Figure 7.264

It is interesting to note that there is a good linear correlation between agitation rates required for265

partial and homogeneous suspensions, the relationship being Nh = 2Nps, independent of the266

stirrer type. Njs is always higher than the stirrer speed for partial suspension but no clear267

correlation is found between Njs and Nps. The twofold increase in the agitation rate when268

moving from partial to homogeneous suspension results in a theoretical increase of power269

consumption by a factor of 8. The largest values of power consumption are encountered for the270

largest particle size fraction for which the volumetric power consumption is around 1000 W/m3271

at the homogeneous suspension for both impellers. It should be noted that typically the272
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volumetric power consumption decreases in scale-up from laboratory to industrial scale273

depending on the suspension criterion and system geometry (Chudacek, 1986;Montante et al.,274

2003). Thus the volumetric power consumption of 1000 W/m3 for homogeneous suspension in275

the laboratory scale does not unambiguously mean similar power consumption in the large scale276

industrial processes. However, the discussion of scale-up is out of the scope of this paper and is277

not continued here. Significant increase in the power consumption when moving from Nps to Njs278

and Nh still suggests that the sufficient state of suspension should be optimized between partial279

and homogeneous suspension. The sufficient state is process specific and may be related to280

reaction kinetics in leaching or crystallization reactors or simply a task of providing a281

homogeneous material outflow from a continuous mixing tank.282
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Figure 6 Agitation rate vs. particle size for different suspension criteria and impellers. The arithmetic mean285
of the limiting particle sizes of each fraction is used as dp. a) OKTOP3200® b) 4BPT286

287

Figure 7 Nh and Njs vs. Nps for all measurements288

Two impeller types are compared in terms of power consumption in Figure 8 where the power289

per unit mass required for partial and homogeneous suspensions is plotted for both the impeller290
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other authors (Hosseini et al., 2010;Tahvildarian et al., 2011). For the partial suspension295
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301

Figure 8 Power consumption per total mass of slurry at Nps and Nh.302
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above Nps. This is illustrated in Figure 9 where dimensionless cloud height is plotted against N304
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Nps. Homogeneous suspension was reached at cloud heights > 0.9. A histogram of cloud height306

that was reached at partial and homogeneous suspension is plotted in Figure 10. Cloud height at307

Nps is more scattered between 0.63 and 0.77 with an average of 0.69 whereas cloud height at Nh308

is more sharply concentrated between 0.92 and 0.98 with an average of 0.96. This is quite close309
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criterion is based only on the changes of solid concentration at the lower parts of the vessel.312

Total solids concentration has an effect on cloud height at Nps as can be seen from Figure 10.313

With less solids to be suspended (XV = 7.5 %), Nps is reached with lower agitation rates, and314

cloud height remains lower when compared to higher solids concentration (XV = 15 %).  In315

order to reach homogeneous suspension, however, solids have to be distributed throughout the316

vessel, and the cloud height has to be sufficient for this suspension criterion.317

318

Figure 9 Dimensionless cloud height vs. impeller revolution rate for two different particle size fractions319
agitated with OKTOP3200® impeller, XV = 7,5 %.320
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321

Figure 10 Histogram of cloud height at Nps and Njs for all measurements322

4 Conclusions323

Suspension of solid particles in liquid was measured by electrical impedance tomography (EIT)324

and visual inspection. EIT data were used to determine two different suspension criteria, partial325

and homogeneous suspension. Partial suspension was defined to be the agitation rate at which326

the solids concentration at the lowest plane of electrodes reaches a maximum. It was also shown327

that this is the lowest agitation rate at which the average axial solids distribution, measured by328

EIT, reaches a steady state. It was also found from the visual measurements that cloud height329

began to increase monotonically with agitation only at agitation rates above Nps. Similar330

suspension criterion has previously been described by several authors. A significant increase in331

the agitation rate and power was still required in order to suspend the rest of the particles and332

reach the complete suspension criterion (Njs). There was no clear correlation between Nps and333

Njs which further questions the applicability of the complete suspension criterion to suspension334

of small particles and high solids concentrations.335

Even further increase in the impeller revolution rate was required to reach homogeneous336

suspension, which was determined from the EIT data, and a good correlation between Nps and337

Nh was established. Dimensionless cloud height at Nh was found to be almost equal to 0.95338

which has previously been used to describe a homogeneous suspension. Outotec OKTOP3200®339
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to be applicable to determine the level of suspension in a wide range of suspension criteria.342

Therefore, EIT can be used to optimize – not only the geometry of the vessel and impeller – but343

also the state of suspension for a specific process.344
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Nomenclature345

C is impeller off-bottom clearance [m]346

CH is cloud height [m] or [-]347

D is impeller diameter [m]348

De,p is the dispersion coefficient for the solid phase [m2/s]349

dp is particle diameter [m]350

H is liquid height [m]351

m is mass [kg]352

N is impeller revolution rate [s-1]353

P is power [W]354

T is tank diameter [m]355

Us is the settling velocity of solid particles in stirred medium [m/s]356

V is suspension volume [m3]357

X is the solids concentration (see subscripts for details)358

z is axial position [m]359

Greek letters360

σ is conductivity [mS/cm]361

Subscripts362

js complete suspension363

ps partial suspension364

h homogeneous suspension365

ms/Vtot mass of solids per total volume [g / l]366

ms/ml mass of solids per mass of liquid [kgsolids / kgliquid]367

V solids volume fraction [m3
solids / m3

tot]368
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